
The Golden Shank.
Next generation 
corrosion protection.



Put an end 
to premature 
tool corrosion
With the Golden Shank we introduce a 
completely unique rust protection that gives 
longer service life, higher productivity, lower 
overall costs, and less environmental impact.

The Golden Shank

Unique corrosion protection 
on entire shank adapter

Less wear and breakages  
on machine parts

Significant improvement in 
service life on thread

+30–100% service life



The Golden Shank

A world first from Sandvik; 
the unique corrosion protection  
that makes your shank last longer. 

 *Average increase in service life, based on specific trials. 
Results may vary depending on ground conditions and drilling procedures.

The Golden Shank
Lasting a full service interval.

Conventional shank
Needs to be changed before 
planned service stop.

Shank adapters are very time-
consuming to change. They  
can weigh more than 25 kilos / 
55 pounds and be difficult  
and heavy to change. Therefore,  
the shank’s life span is crucial  
when planning your drilling 
operation and keeping a deadline.  
The Golden Shank has a new type 

of corrosion protection that will  
help you plan and execute your 
underground drilling operations  
in a much more productive and 
predictable way. Compared to 
conventional corrosion protection 
shanks, the Golden Shank has a 
service life that lasts 30–100% 
longer, saving both time and money. 



rocktechnology.sandvik

Rock drill Thread Part number Diameter (mm) Length (mm)

HLX5 / RDX5 T38 7304-7585-34 45 500

COP MD20 T38 7304-3686-34 38 470

COP 1638 /1838 T38 7304-3652-34 38 435

RD520 / RD525 T38 7304-7669-34 45 525

RD520 / RD525 T45 7305-7669-34 45 525

HL1560ST ST58 7328-6020-34 80 635

HL1560ST ST68 7329-6020-34 80 635

HL1560ST ST68 7329-6035-34 90 635

COP 3060MUX B ST58 7328-3677-34 90 745

COP 3060MUX B CT67 7349-3677-34 90 745

COP 4050MUX CT67 7349-3720-34 90 835

HL1560ST CT67 7349-6020-34 80 635

HL1560ST CT67 7349-6035-34 90 635

The Golden Shank protection can be applied on all shank adapters, for additional assortment requests 
discuss with your local Sandvik representative.

All trademarks and logos appearing in this material are owned  
by the Sandvik Group of companies, unless otherwise specifically indicated.

Field test results

“ I can’t even remember 
when I changed the shank”

– Driller, Northern Europe

The Golden Shank assortment

Average increase in service life, based on specific trials. 
Results may vary depending on ground conditions and drilling procedures.

Using the Golden Shank will result in a increased service life, more 
predictable product outcome, and service intervals that are longer 
without the need to change shank adapters at the drilling area.

Average service life

Conventional shank

The Golden Shank

+ 30– 100 %


